The previous 2 years has seen NURC support competitor’s accommodation costs in 2 ways.

- Accommodation at the local Italian Naval Base.
- The payment of the cost of camping.

The Italian Naval accommodation provides a basic level of dormitory accommodation at a cost effective amount, and has the added advantage of being served by a bus to and from the event. However, the space allocated to us has never been completely taken up.

The camping cost is comparable in amount to the naval accommodation, but for fewer people.

In order to better use the sponsorship funds in 2012 NURC will again secure and pay for the 50 places within the Italian Naval accommodation, but will not pay camping costs.

Teams are encouraged to forward requests for places within the naval accommodation as soon as they feel confident of their attendance at SAUCE 12 in order to secure beds for their team members.

In the event that there are significantly more requests for beds than beds offered we will attempt to see if we can expand our bed allocation.

We are also investigating the provision of female accommodation so please specify gender requirements.

Please forward your likely accommodation requirements to Swatkin@nurc.nato.int in good time so that we are able to approach the ITN as early as possible in the New Year.

Nick and Vladi